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Abstract: Aiming at the complex experimental conditions of multi-physical field coupling in the
analysis of thermal characteristics of lithium-ion batteries, a three-dimensional electrochemical-
thermal flow coupling model for lithium-ion batteries was established using COMSOL Multiphysics
software. Through the analysis of simulation results, the thermal characteristics of lithium-ion
batteries for electric vehicles were explored from the aspects of heat generation and dissipation. It
was found that increasing the charge–discharge rate and the electrode thickness will increase the
temperature rise rate of lithium-ion batteries, and the temperature rise rate of lithium-ion batteries
is the highest during their first time charging and discharging. Increasing the airflow velocity and
reducing the size of the inlet flow area can improve the cooling effect on the cell. Under a single inlet,
the cooling effect of the airflow field entering from the negative electrode is better than that from the
positive electrode.

Keywords: lithium-ion battery; thermal characteristics; influencing factor; simulation analysis;
coupling model

1. Introduction

Batteries are widely used in the field of electric vehicles. Compared with lead–acid,
Ni–MH, and sodium sulfur batteries, lithium-ion batteries have a long service life, low
maintenance, large specific energy, high output voltage, and a low self-discharge rate [1].
Battery development is the main research focus in electric vehicles and energy storage
systems [2]. Lithium-ion batteries can generate a lot of heat while charging and discharging.
Untimely heat dissipation will accumulate heat and lead to excessive battery temperature.
Temperature changes will not only damage the performance of the internal materials of
the battery and reduce the service life of the battery, but also easily lead to overheating,
expansion, electric leakage, fire, explosion, and other thermal runaway phenomena which
pose a great threat to the safety of automobiles and passengers [3]. Therefore, it is important
to analyze the thermal characteristics of lithium-ion batteries.

The heat generation of lithium-ion batteries is mainly comprised of irreversible heat
and reversible heat. Reversible heat is generally determined by the entropy coefficient
during charging and discharging. Irreversible heat is mainly generated by overpotential
during charging and discharging [4]. Zhang [5] analyzed the discharge process of lithium-
ion batteries, discussed their sources of reversible heat and irreversible heat, and studied
their heating characteristics. It was found that the ohmic heat generated by lithium-ion
batteries accounts for about 54%, electrochemical reaction heat accounts for about 30%,
and the heat generated by polarization accounts for the least. Both Duan and Xu et al. [6,7]
decomposed the calculation of irreversible heat of the battery into reactive polarization heat
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and ohmic polarization heat. This method can be used to analyze the heating mechanism
of a battery in detail by simulation, but it takes a long time and needs to solve a lot of
partial differential equations. Dai et al. [8] calculated the irreversible heat of the battery
by creating a difference between the open circuit potential and the terminal voltage of
the battery, improving the simulation accuracy of the battery temperature distribution.
Low temperature affects the capacity of lithium-ion batteries. Wu [9] studied the effect of
low-speed charging on the capacity fading of lithium-ion batteries in a low-temperature
environment through experiments.

Due to the complex experimental conditions of multi-physical field coupling in the
thermal characteristic analysis of lithium-ion batteries, the finite element method is com-
monly used to simulate and analyze batteries. Cheng [10] developed a simple circuit
model to efficiently calculate the heat generation of a Li-ion cell and integrated it into the
commercial software Fluent for engineering applications. Compared to the 1D and 2D
thermal models, the thermoelectrical model produced the best simulated temperature of an
18650 Li-ion battery. Joris et al. [11] established a streamlined three-dimensional thermal
model of lithium titanate based on heat transfer theory, and conducted module simulation
under extreme conditions. The internal conduction and convection heating effects were
considered in the temperature simulation prediction. The experimental results showed that
the temperature data were consistent with the simulation results. Du et al. [12] established
three-dimensional models of lithium-ion battery cells and three- and five-series battery
modules by COMSOL, and quantitatively analyzed their temperature distribution under
different operating currents and specific heat transfer coefficients. Chen et al. [13] estab-
lished the electrochemical–thermal coupling model of 18650 lithium-ion batteries using
COMSOL simulation software, and the effects of various factors on battery temperature
and temperature difference were comprehensively and systematically compared, which
verified the accuracy of the model. Edouard et al. [14] developed a single particle (SP)
electrochemical–thermal model by applying a pseudo-2D mathematical structure. The
model was applied to evaluate the sensitivity of key parameters involved in battery aging.
Tran et al. [15] provided a 1D electrochemical–thermal model to reduce the order of the
P2D model, thus significantly reducing calculation time. Capron et al. [16] investigated
the thermal behavior of large LiFePO4 batteries with the P2D model created by COMSOL
Multiphysics, finding a 1.9 ◦C temperature difference between the core and the surface and
a 0.9 ◦C difference between the longitudinal and radial directions. This result was later
validated by measurements of LiFePO4 26650 lithium-ion cylindrical cells under different
discharge depths [17]. Ghaznavi et al. [18] applied a mathematical approach to conduct a
sensitivity study on a lithium–sulfur cell. They focused on the effects of discharge current
and positive conductivity over a wide range.

At present, most studies model and analyze lithium-ion batteries based on the elec-
trochemical and thermal scales. When the thermal characteristics of lithium batteries are
simulated, the effects of other physical fields on the model are not considered, especially
when analyzing the thermal behavior of the model, and coupling in external heat dissipa-
tion conditions is not considered. The existing literature only simulates the temperature
characteristics of lithium-ion batteries from a single angle of heat generation or dissipation,
and seldom comprehensively analyzes the thermal characteristics of lithium-ion batteries
from two angles. In view of this, based on electrochemical–thermal flow multi-physical
field coupling, a cylindrical 18650 lithium-ion battery model was established. The thermal
performance of the battery was simulated and analyzed from two aspects: heat gener-
ation (discharge rate, electrode thickness, and continuous charge–discharge cycle) and
heat dissipation (ambient temperature, air-cooled heat dissipation conditions, and heat
dissipation position). The thermal characteristics of the 18650 lithium-ion battery were
comprehensively analyzed and compared. A reference for the structural optimization of
lithium-ion batteries and a theoretical basis for the development of battery thermal manage-
ment systems were thus produced, emphasizing the main factors of battery performance,
battery aging, and thermal safety during operation.
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2. Establishment of a Lithium-Ion Battery Model

Mathematical models can describe and predict the voltage and current density of
batteries in transient processes such as charge and discharge, mechanisms of battery aging
and failure, and the effects of different materials, characteristics, and design parameters on
battery performance.

2.1. Basic Electrochemical Model

In the 1990s, Doyle, Fuller, and Newman [19,20] established the pseudo-two-dimensional
(P2D) model based on the porous electrode and concentrated solution theory, which is
the main model used for the high-fidelity modeling of lithium-ion batteries. Using a
series of partial differential equations and algebraic equations, this model accounts for
the conservation of lithium and charge in both the electrode and the electrolyte [21]. The
model assumes that the active material particles are spherical particles of a single size, and
the intercalation and deintercalation of lithium ions occurs on the surface of the active
materials. Due to homogenization (or volume averaging), the internal side reactions appear
as source terms [22]. Based on this theory, electrode materials and electrolytes in pores can
be regarded as uniform flat plate, and a uniform electrode model can be established. The
schematic geometry of a single electrode pair is shown in Figure 1.
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2.1.1. Conservation of Charge

During the charge–discharge cycle, lithium ions and electrons flow in opposite di-
rections, meeting the charge conservation; that is, the number of lithium ions must be
equal to the electron charge transfer. The actual conservation law in the equations is also
held locally.

As with the diffusion of Li-ions in the solid phase, the concentration of lithium ions
and the conductivity of electrode active material will affect the potential distribution. The
charge conservation equation is as follows, which is also a form of Ohm’s law.

∂

∂x

(
σeff ∂φs

∂x

)
= asFjLi (1)

where σeff is the solid-phase effective conductivity, φs is the solid-phase potential, jLi is the
current reaction density, as is the reaction surface area, and F is the Faraday constant of
96, 485 C/mol. In the location of x = 0 and x = L, the current density equals the external
circuit load I/Ae.

− σeff ∂φs
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= −σeff ∂φs
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=L

=
I

Ae
. (2)
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Due to the property of the separator that the electrons cannot pass through, the electric
intensity of the solid phase at the location of x = Lcc,neg +Lneg and x = Lcc,neg +Lneg +Lsep
is 0. The boundary conditions are shown as follows:

∂φs
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=Lcc,neg+Lneg

=
∂φs
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=Lcc,neg+Lneg+Lsep

= 0. (3)

The charge conservation equation in the electrolyte phase is shown in the following
equation.

∂

∂x

(
keff ∂φe

∂x

)
+

∂

∂x

(
keff

D
∂lnCe

∂x

)
+ asFjLi = 0, (4)

where keff
D is the effective diffusion conductivity of the substance, and the zero gradient

boundary condition on the electrode/current collector surface is added.

∂φe
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=Lcc,neg

=
∂φe
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=L−Lcc,pos

= 0. (5)

2.1.2. Conservation of Matter

It is assumed that the particle size of solid lithium as electrode active material is the
same. The distribution of lithium ions in the electrode is described by Fick’s second law.

∂(Cs)

∂t
=

Ds

r2
∂

∂r

(
r2 ∂Cs

∂r

)
, (6)

where Cs is the lithium ion concentration on the electrode surface, and Ds is the diffusion
coefficient of solid lithium. There is no material source in the center of the electrode particle,
so the boundary condition is defined as follows:

− Ds
∂Cs

∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=0

= 0, −Ds
∂Cs

∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=rp

= jLi, (7)

where rp is the radius of active substance. The distribution of lithium ions in an electrolyte
depends on the diffusion of lithium ions in the electrolyte (Ce), the porosity of the electrode
(εe), and the reaction current density (jLi). In the electrolyte phase, the transport of lithium
ions is described as follows:

εe
∂Ce

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(
Deff

e
∂Ce

∂x

)
+ as

(
1− t0

+

)
jLi, (8)

where F is also the Faraday constant, and t0
+ is the initial migration number of lithium ions.

The boundary condition of Equation (9) is set so that lithium ions cannot diffuse through
the current collector [23].

∂Ce

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=Lcc,neg

=
∂Ce

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=L−Lcc,pos

= 0. (9)

2.1.3. Electrochemical Reaction Kinetics

The lithium ions concentration and charge distribution in the electrode and electrolyte
phase are described by Equations (1) to (9) and coupled by the Butler–Volmer equation.

jLi = asi0

[
exp

(
αaF
RT

η

)
− exp

(
−αcF

RT
η

)]
, (10)

where i0 is the exchange current density (A/cm2), αa and αc are the transfer coefficients
of positive and negative poles, R is the general gas constant, and as is the surface area of
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the two-phase reaction, which is the surface area between the solid active material and
the liquid electrolyte. The surface area can be calculated by treating the solid phase as a
collection of uniform spheres, as shown in the following equation:

as = Np

(
4πr2

p

)
, (11)

where Np is the number of solid particles per unit volume, and εs is the volume fraction of
the active material, as shown in the following equation:

εs = Np

(
4/3πr3

p

)
, (12)

combining these two equations. The calculation of reaction surface area is as follows.

as =
3εs

rp
=

(1− εe − εf)

rp
, (13)

where εf is the volume fraction of the filling material. The exchange current density i0 is a
function of temperature and SOC, expressed as Equation (14).

i0 = ki(Ce)
αa(Csurf,max −Csurf,e)

αa(Csurf,e)
αc , (14)

where ki is the reaction rate, which is related to the temperature. α is a dimensionless
parameter, which defines the ratio between oxidation and reduction, and is called the
symmetry factor. Overpotential (η) is the difference between the open circuit voltage (OCV)
and the positive and negative operating voltage. The potential of positive and negative
electrodes is a function of local lithium concentration, which is defined by an empirical
formula, as shown in the following equation:

η = φs −φe −Uref. (15)

2.2. Basic Thermal Model

Due to the entropy change during discharge, there are three main heat sources in
lithium-ion batteries [24,25], including reaction heat caused by the entropy change during
discharge (Qrea), the ohmic heat caused by the ohmic potential drop (Qohm), and the
active polarization heat (Qact) caused by the electrochemical reaction polarization between
electrolytes [26,27].

The generated reaction heat is calculated by the following equation:

Qrea = FasjLiT
∂U
∂T

. (16)

The ohmic heat generated is calculated by the following equation:

Q ohm = σeff
(

∂φs
∂x

)2
+ ke f f

(
∂φe
∂x

)2

+ 2ke f f RT
F (t+ − 1)

[
1 + ∂lnf

∂ ln ce

]
∂(ln ce)

∂x
∂φe
∂x

. (17)

The active polarization heat generated between electrolytes is calculated by the fol-
lowing equation:

Qact = FasjLi(φs −φe −U). (18)

The energy conservation formula of a lithium-ion battery is shown as follows:

ρCp
∂T
∂t

= λ
∂2T
∂x2 + Qrea + Qohm + Qact. (19)
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where ρ and Cp represent the density and the heat capacity separately. Newton’s cooling
law was adopted to set the boundary conditions of the thermal model of lithium-ion
batteries [28].

− λ
(

∂T
∂x

)
= h(Tamb − T), (20)

where, T is the surface temperature of the battery, Tamb is the ambient temperature, λ is the
thermal conductivity of the battery shell, and h is the convective heat transfer coefficient of
the battery which is related to the current environment.

2.3. An Electrochemical–Thermal Flow Coupling Model

A three-dimensional simulation of air-cooled cylindrical 18650 lithium-ion batteries
was carried out. A one-dimensional cell model was used to simulate the chemical properties
of the cell, while a three-dimensional model was used to simulate the temperature of the
cell. These two models were formed by coupling the generated heat source and the average
temperature. Irreversible heat generated in the electrochemical model of lithium-ion battery
reacted to the temperature field distribution inside the battery, and the temperature field
distribution inside the battery influenced the open circuit potential in the electrochemical
model of lithium-ion battery [29,30]. After coupling related parameters, the open circuit
potential (EOCV) was corrected as follows:

EOCV = EOCV,ref +
∂EOCV

∂T
(Tsol − Tamb), (21)

where EOCV,ref is the reference value of open circuit voltage, ∂EOCV/∂T is the entropy
change coefficient, and Tsol is the temperature solved by the solid thermal model.

The thermal model also includes the flow of cooling fluid in the flow chamber around
the battery. Assuming that the flow properties do not change with temperature, but the
fluid flow can affect the heat transfer rate, the coupling of the electrochemical heat flow
model is realized by transferring related parameters. The ‘fluid flow’ multi-physical field
node is used to fully couple the flow, heat, and battery electrochemistry.

3. Model Parameters and Experimental Verification
3.1. Lithium-Ion Battery Model Parameters

The Panasonic NCR18650PF power battery was selected as the research object,
Li[NiCoAl]O2(NCA) was the positive electrode of the battery, graphite was the nega-
tive electrode of the battery as shown in Figure 2, and the electrolyte LiPF6 was in the
EC:EMC (3:7) solution. During the charging and discharging process, lithium ions inter-
calated and deintercalated back and forth between the anode and the cathode inside the
NCA lithium-ion battery.
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The basic parameters of the lithium battery in this study are shown in Table 1, and
the main electrochemical and thermodynamic parameters of the battery model are shown
in Table 2. The parameters in Table 1 are derived from battery measured values. The
parameters in Table 2 are from the COMSOL built-in materials library [31–35] and refer-
ences [23,36].

Table 1. Basic parameters of NCA lithium-ion battery.

Technical Parameter Parameter Value

Capacity (Ah) 2.9

Operating nominal voltage (V) 3.7

Charging cutoff voltage (V) 4.2

Discharge cutoff voltage (V) 2.5

Positive electrode material Li[NiCoAl]O2

Negative electrode material LixC6MCMB

Electrolyte LiPF6/EC : EMC(3 : 7)

Diameter (mm) 18.5± 0.2

Height (mm) 64.5± 0.5

Table 2. Model parameters.

Parameter Positive Electrode
[31,32]

Separator
[33]

Negative Electrode
[34,35]

Particle radius r (µm ) 0.25 2.5

Volume fraction of active substances 0.42 0.384

Electrolyte volume fraction [23] 0.41 0.37 0.444

Electrolyte initial concentration
(
mol/m3 ) [23] 1200

Maximum lithium−
ion concentration

(
mol/m3 ) 48,000 31,507

Specific heat capacity (J/(kg·K) ) 700 1978.2 1437.4

Thermal conductivity (W/(m·K) ) 5 0.334 1.04

Diffusivity
(
m2/ s) [36] 1.5× 10−15

Electrode thickness (µm ) 40 30 55

3.2. Experimental Verification of Model Validity

As shown in Figure 2, the model test battery adopted three groups of the same lithium-
ion batteries, which were charged with constant current and constant voltage to a cutoff
voltage of 4.2 V at a room temperature of 20 ◦C using the NEWARE power battery testing
platform BTS4000, waiting for 120 min, and then discharging the lithium-ion batteries
to the cutoff voltage of 2.5 V with a 1 C discharge rate. The COMSOL battery condition
is consistent with the experimental battery. The comparison of simulated and measured
battery voltage curves during constant current charge is shown in Figure 3.

At the same time, the surface temperature of the battery was measured. The ex-
perimental device is shown in Figure 4, including a constant temperature experimental
chamber and a temperature tester. The temperature was set at 26 °C, and the constant
current charge was 1200 s at 2 C rate. The comparison of simulated and measured battery
temperate curves is shown in Figure 5.
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As shown in Figures 3 and 5, the curves of experimental and simulation results are
basically consistent. The average voltage error between simulation and measurement was
less than 0.1 V. The average temperature error between simulation and measurement was
within 5%. There were some differences between the experimental and the simulation
data. The main reason is that the experimental process is affected by the environment
and measuring instruments, and the error was caused by the inaccurate measurement of
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battery parameters. However, the error was within an acceptable range, which can verify
the effectiveness of the simulation model [37,38].
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4. Simulation Results and Analysis
4.1. Results and Analysis of Battery Heat Generation Behavior
4.1.1. Effect of Charge–Discharge Rate on Heat Generation of Battery

The heat generation of the battery was simulated at the charge–discharge rates of
0.5, 1, 2, and 4 C, and the temperature change inside the battery was studied. When the
initial ambient temperature was set at 25 ◦C and the airflow velocity of 0.1 m/s, the initial
battery was 10% SOC, which was continuously charged and discharged three times in
600 s, totaling 3600 s. The charge and discharge rate and battery voltage of the battery are
shown in Figure 6. This section mainly compares the effects of different charge–discharge
rates on temperature. The corresponding conclusions can be obtained from the incomplete
charge and discharge simulation of the battery, which is also more in line with the actual
situation that the battery will not be fully charged and discharged during use. According
to the simulated data, the maximum and average temperature rise of the battery are shown
in Figure 7.

From the simulation results, the influence of different charge–discharge rates on the
battery temperature is very obvious. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the temperature rise
of the battery was relatively low when charging and discharging at low rates of 0.5 C and
1 C, and the average temperature rise was only about 2.5 K. Under the condition of the high
rate of 2 and 4 C discharge, the temperature rise of the battery was obvious, and the highest
average temperature rise was about 26.8 K, which is more than 10 times that of the low
rate. Therefore, the change in charge–discharge rate has a non-linear effect on temperature
rise, and the high rate of charge–discharge has a greater impact on battery temperature.

The average temperature was calculated using the finite element method. The par-
tial differential equation was discretized to construct the approximate equation, and the
approximate solution of the real solution was obtained. At the same time, the maximum
temperature rise rate of the battery under 1 C was only 1.05× 10−3 K/s, but the rate under
4 C could reach 25.92× 10−3 K/s. When charging at 4 C, the temperature of the battery
rose about 15.5 K within 600 s, and the heating rate of high-rate charging and discharging
also accelerated. Figure 8 shows the external flow field distribution and internal tempera-
ture distribution of the battery. It can be seen that the internal temperature distribution
was uneven, and it was similar at different rates. The lowest temperature of the battery
appeared on the surface and near the air inlet. The highest internal temperature of the
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battery appeared near the battery core and near the negative electrode of the battery. With
the increase in the discharge rate, both the minimum and maximum temperatures of the
battery increased.
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4.1.2. Heating Rate of Continuous Charge–Discharge Cycles

Power batteries are often faced with continuous charge–discharge cycles. The number
of cycles is increased to explore the effect of the number of continuous charge–discharge
cycles on the battery temperature. The battery was charged at 600 s and discharged at a
rate of 1 C five times, as shown in Figure 9.
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It can be seen from Figure 9 that the temperature rise of the battery was the highest
and the temperature rise rate was also the highest during the first charging and discharging
cycle. At the end of the battery charge–discharge cycle, the temperature reached the local
maximum. At the beginning of the next cycle discharge, the internal heat generation of
the battery was less than the external heat dissipation, and so the average temperature
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of the battery decreased briefly. Then, the heating rate of the battery increased, and
the temperature continued to rise. After about three charging and discharging cycles,
the temperature rise of the battery was not obvious. This is because the heat exchange
between the battery and the outside was basically stable, the heating rate was equal to the
heat dissipation rate, and the temperature rise of the battery was very small. When the
battery is continuously charged and discharged, the temperature can also be controlled in
a safe range.

4.1.3. Effect of Electrode Thickness on Temperature

The thickness of the electrode has a great influence on the thermal performance and
the energy density of the battery. The thicker the electrode, the more active substances
it can carry and the larger the battery capacity. It is necessary to control the electrode
thickness at a reasonable range. The capacity of the lithium-ion battery can be determined
by Equation (22).

QC = LAeCs,maxεs∆xF, (22)

where L is the electrode thickness, Ae is the electrode area, F is the Faraday constant,
εs is the active substance volume fraction, Cs,max is the electrode maximum embedded
lithium-ion concentration, and ∆x is the positive and negative lithium-ion concentration
variation range [30].

According to the modeling parameters and Equation (22), the capacity of the battery
per unit area is calculated in Table 3. N/P is the ratio of the capacity of the negative
electrode and the positive electrode per unit area of the battery. When the N/P ratio of the
battery was ensured, the thickness of the positive electrode of the battery increased from
40 µm to 70 µm, and the capacity per unit area of the battery changed from 16.21 Ah/m2

to 28.367 Ah/m2. The thickness of the negative electrode increased proportionally to the
thickness of the positive electrode. At the rate of 2 C (the default working condition of
this study), the influence of different electrode thicknesses on the battery temperature was
studied, as shown in Figure 10.

Table 3. Effect of electrode thickness on temperature.

Positive Electrode Thickness (µm) Negative Electrode Thickness (µm) Capacity (Ah/m2) Average Temperature
Rise (K)

Maximum
Temperature Rise (K)

40 55.00 16.210 7.780 7.969

45 61.88 18.236 8.801 9.015

50 68.75 20.262 9.819 10.058

55 75.63 22.288 10.880 11.147

60 82.50 24.314 11.962 12.257

65 89.38 26.345 13.063 13.388

70 96.25 28.367 14.160 14.514

The thickness of the positive electrode of the battery increased from 40 to 70 µm,
and the average temperature rise increased from 7.78 to 14.16 K. At the same rate, the
greater the thickness of the battery electrode, the higher the temperature rise of the battery,
and the relationship between them is linear. With the increase in the thickness of the
positive electrode, the temperature rise of the battery increased by about 2.1 K. Although
the increase in electrode thickness will increase the capacity of the battery, it will also
increase the specific resistance, which is the resistivity, increase the charge transfer and
contact resistance, and increase the temperature rise of the battery.
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4.2. Results and Analysis of Battery Heat Dissipation Behavior
4.2.1. Effect of Inlet Airflow Velocity on Battery Heat Dissipation

In the process of working, batteries need to dissipate heat, and heat is eliminated
outside through various cooling measures, such as air cooling, liquid cooling, PCM phase
change material cooling, and other new cooling methods [39,40]. Among them, air cooling
achieves the purpose of cooling by accelerating the airflow around the battery and improv-
ing the heat exchange rate between the battery and the outside. It is widely used because of
its simplicity, convenience, and low cost. As shown in Figure 11, under the heat dissipation
condition of the 0.2 m/s airflow rate, the maximum temperature rise of the battery was
reduced by 16.85 K compared with the battery without cooling measures.
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Gas inlet flow velocity has an important influence on battery heat dissipation. Setting
the inlet flow velocity from 0.2 to 1.0 m/s, other conditions were consistent with the
simulation at 2 C. The influence of inlet airflow velocity on battery heat dissipation was
investigated as shown in Figure 12. From the simulation results, it can be seen that
increasing the airflow field is very helpful for battery cooling. Increasing the inlet airflow
velocity can improve the cooling effect of the battery. If conditions permit, the higher the
inlet velocity is, the better the cooling effect will be. However, as the inlet velocity increases
by 0.2 m/s, the cooling effect is not significantly improved, so the gas inlet velocity can be
controlled within a suitable range.
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4.2.2. Effect of Inlet Flow Area Size on Heat Dissipation

The area from the inlet to the battery contact is called the inlet flow area, and the size
of the inlet flow area will also affect the heat dissipation of the battery. According to the
research results of the previous subsection, the inlet airflow velocity condition with the
best relative heat dissipation effect is 1 m/s. Because different batteries have different sizes,
the heat dissipation area will be different. The size of the inlet flow area (L_inlet) increases
in proportion to the radius of the cylindrical battery (r_batt = 0.009 m), to study its effect
on the heat dissipation of the battery.

When the size of the inlet airflow area changes at different wind speeds, the average
temperature rise of the battery after discharge is shown in Figures 13 and 14. It can be seen
from the simulation results that the size of the inlet airflow area is between (0.2~1) × r_batt,
and the closer the inlet airflow area is to the battery cell, the better the heat dissipation
effect of the battery. The average temperature rise of the battery does not change obviously
when the size exceeds 1 × r_batt. The heat dissipation effect of L_inlet is best locally when
it is 1.8 × r_batt away from the battery. At different wind speeds, the influence trend of
inlet flow area size on the average temperature rise of the battery is the same.

4.2.3. Effect of Airflow Field Direction on Heat Dissipation

The fixed position of the battery and different airflow fields will also influence the
heat dissipation effect of the battery. The influence of this factor on the heat dissipation
of the battery is studied from four different airflow fields: radial X, axial Z, axial −Z, and
axial–radial coupling. Under conditions of 2 C discharge rate, 1 m/s airflow, and L_inlet
= 1 × r_batt, the simulation results are shown in Figure 15. The average temperature rise
after battery discharge without airflow field heat dissipation is taken as ∆T0, the average
temperature rise after heat dissipation by different airflow fields is taken as ∆T1, and the
heat dissipation efficiency of battery E is calculated by Equation (23).

E =
∆T0 − ∆T1

∆T0
× 100%. (23)

The calculation results of heat dissipation efficiency of batteries with different airflow
fields after discharge are shown in Table 4, and the variation of maximum temperature rise
with time is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 15. Comparison of heat dissipation capacity in airflow field direction. (a) radial X airflow field direction; (b) radial Z
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Table 4. Comparison of airflow field direction.

Airflow Field
Direction

Average Temperature
Rise (K)

Maximum
Temperature Rise (K)

Average Temperature
Drop (K)

Heat Dissipation
Efficiency

No flow field 22.913 22.950 0 0

Radial X 2.934 3.154 19.979 0.872

Axial Z 2.425 2.873 20.488 0.894

Axial −Z 2.948 3.370 19.965 0.871

Axis-diameter coupling 1.701 2.051 21.212 0.926
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According to the calculation results of the simulation data, the average temperature
rise and the maximum temperature rise are: −Z > X > Z > axial–radial coupling; the heat
dissipation efficiency is: −Z < X < Z < axial–radial coupling. The axial–radial coupling
has the best heat dissipation effect, while axial −Z has the worst heat dissipation effect.
Under the condition of radial X, the temperature on the positive electrode is lower than
on the negative electrode, which is due to the influence of the positive battery cap, so that
the heat dissipation near the positive electrode is better. The battery cap is steel, and it is
directly connected with the battery cell, which improves the heat dissipation efficiency. In
the case of the single airflow field, the cooling effect is best when air enters from the bottom
of the battery in the axial direction, because the bottom of the battery’s heat dissipation is
poor during the operation of the cell. In this way, the cathode is close to the inlet, which
is more conducive to heat exchange and reduces the overall average temperature and
maximum temperature of the battery. The highest temperature inside the battery appears
at the connector of the positive pole of the battery. If conditions permit, the axis-diameter
coupling can achieve the best heat dissipation effect. Compared with the heat dissipation
effect without flow field, its heat dissipation efficiency can reach 92.6%.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the electrochemical−heat flow coupling model of the NCA lithium-
ion battery is established using COMSOL Multiphysics simulation software, and the
electrochemical behavior and thermal characteristics are analyzed from the aspects of heat
generation and heat dissipation. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) By establishing a three-dimensional electrochemical–thermal current coupling model
of the lithium-ion battery, it is convenient and accurate to study the thermal character-
istics of the lithium-ion battery, which is more conducive to observing the temperature
distribution inside the battery under different working conditions and can obtain
results that are difficult to measure by traditional experiments.

(2) The change of charge and discharge rate has a non-linear effect on the temperature
of the battery, and the high-rate charge–discharge has a greater effect on the battery
temperature. In the condition of short-time continuous charge–discharge cycles, the
temperature rise rate is the highest in the first charge–discharge process. After several
cycles, the battery temperature is stable. The thickness of battery electrode is directly
proportional to the battery capacity and temperature rise.

(3) Increasing the airflow field is of great help to the heat dissipation of the battery.
Increasing the inlet airflow velocity can increase the cooling effect of the battery. The
greater the inlet velocity, the better the heat dissipation effect. The closer the inlet
flow area is to the battery, the better the heat dissipation effect, but the effect on the
battery temperature after exceeding one time of the battery radius is not obvious. In
the condition of the single airflow field, the cooling effect is best when air enters the
positive electrode from the negative electrode of the battery along the axis. In the
future, the temperature distribution in the case of battery groups will be studied, and
the airflow field will be added to optimize the heat dissipation of battery packs based
on the results obtained.
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Abbreviations

List of Symbols
as reaction surface area
Ae electrode area
C Li+ concentration

(
mol/m3 )

D diffusion coefficient
(
m2/s )

EOCV open circuit potential
EOCV,ref reference value of open circuit voltage
F Faraday′s constant (C/mol )
H convective heat transfer coefficient of the battery
I current load (A)
Ipair current of a single− pair electrode (A)
i0 exchange current density

(
A/cm2 )

jLi current reaction density
ki reaction rate
L thickness of the electrode (µm )
Q heat generation (W)
Qohm ohmic heat
Qrea reaction heat
Qact active polarization heat
Qconv heat dissipation rate
r radial coordinate in spherical particle (µm )
rp radius of active substance
T temperature (◦C)
Tamb ambient temperature
Tsol temperature solved by solid thermal model
t time (s)
t+ transference coefficient
Greek Letters
αa transfer coefficients of positive poles
αc transfer coefficients of negative poles
εs volume fraction of the active material
εf volume fraction of the filling material
η overpotential (V)
κ ionic conductivity (S/m )

κeff
D diffusion conductivity (S/m )
λ thermal conductivity of the battery shell
ρi density
σeff solid− phase effective conductivity
σcc current collector conductivity
φs solid− phase potential (V)
φcc current collector potential (V)
φe electrolyte potential (V)

Subscripts/Superscripts
cc current collector
e electrolyte
f filler
eff effective
s solid
neg negative
pos positive
surf surface
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